iPad Damage Incident Fees

I/we will be charged for lost or damaged equipment issued to my child. Charges for damaged Mid-Pacific Institute issued iPads will be $125 for the first damage occurrence and $125 for the second occurrence. The charges for a third occurrence of damage will be the cost to purchase a new iPad, related insurance, and processing. Charges for damaged or lost accessories: Apple iPad 12 watt AC Adapter will be $20 and Lightning to USB cable will be $10. We will replace accessories with ones that meet or exceeds Apple's standards.

These charges and any charge for lost or stolen iPads and/or accessories will be determined at the time of loss and/or third damage occurrence. The number of occurrences of damage will be calculated by adding any damage occurrences starting from the original date the iPad is issued to the student and may start in a prior school year.

Upon graduation, departure or request to return equipment, students are expected to return the exact iPad and accessories that were distributed to them in a condition that can be used by another student.

iPad Damage Incident Fees are subject to change at anytime without notice.

Please note: The Mid-Pacific Institute issued iPad should never be taken to the Apple Store or any other repair center for servicing. Any issues with equipment failure due to a manufacturing hardware failure, including the battery, are covered by Mid-Pacific Institute and should be reported to Mid-Pacific Institute's Technology department located at the bottom floor of Kawaiaha'oe Hall immediately. Please email helpdesk@midpac.edu or call 808-973-5062.
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